
VirtuSense™

Larksfield Place Retirement Communities, Inc. is a not-for-profit, 
single-site Life Plan community in Wichita, Kansas. LFP’s 
mission, for nearly 35 years, is to enrich the lives of discerning 
older adults, by providing distinctive lifestyle, health and 
wellness services including independent living, assisted living, 
memory support, rehabilitation and long-term care. Additionally, 
LFP offers home health and hospice, both ACHC Accredited.

To better serve their residents and keep them healthy and active longer
services of Select Rehab, and implemented the revolutionary artificial in
developed by VirtuSense Technologies to proactively prevent fa

To manage LFP’s population health and determine which residents
Select Rehab use VSTBalance, an automated fall-risk assessment 
objectively identify deficits in balance, gait, and function—the three
automatically generates reports after each assessment so therapis
care plans and route residents to personalized wellness, and/or th

Overview

IDENTIFYING RESIDENTS AT RISK

taking a proactive 
approach to reduce fall
with virtusense

at LARKSFIELD PLACE 


virtusense.ai  |  info@virtusense.com

“VSTBalance made a night-and-day difference, captur
therapists prescribe the right therapy treatments. It wa
provided instant and tangible evidence of the need fo

           Michael Hambley

               LFP President & CEO
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To protect residents who are identified as a high 
fall risk, LFP took measures to ensure extra 
precautions were in place with VSTAlert, an  
in-room monitoring platform that identifies a 
resident’s intent to exit their bed or chair 30–65 
seconds before they get up, notifying staff to 
prevent a fall. The AI sensor is 98% accurate, 
reducing false alarms by 95%.  



LFP was able to reduce falls with injury by 80% in 
its short-term rehab unit in the first six months of 
implementation with VSTAlert monitoring 8 out of 
38 beds. “It is installed in rooms of residents at the 
highest risk for falls, so when an alert is sent, the 
staff know that is the highest priority and they 
need to respond quickly,” explains Karen Nelson, 
VP of Clinical Services at LFP. “It gives staff peace 
of mind knowing they have that extra layer of 
protection for the high fall risk residents.”



She also notes that VSTAlert’s remote monitoring 
capabilities improve efficiencies and assist 
caregivers during the night shifts when fewer staff 
are in the building. 

PREVENTING FALLS WITH A T FI IAL INTELLIGENCE
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“The ability to stay in independent living longe  p eve ative measures is a happy consequence 
of VSTBalance screenings for our residents,” H b y n es. “This is a very discerning community, 
and they are gratified to know this proactive ap oa h re uces falls in our building by over 70%. 
VSTBalance also demonstrated the need for p ention s falls with injury oftentimes incur a 
decline in wellbeing that correlates to cognitio nd maj organ failure.” 

Loni Moyer, Select’s Therapy Program Director at L ay  “W se VSTBalance for yearly fitness 
assessments and with incoming residents, so we a bl  to ke recommendations to our outpatient PT/OT 
departments based on medium to low mobility indi ors  Sh lso notes that through these assessments 
they are able to capture gains and track improvem
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scan the QR 
code with your 
phone to watch 
a short video 
about VSTAlert.

e ’re Here so  you’ll be  okay.
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CONCLUSION

Select Rehab’s therapists arksfield Place better manage its population 
health communitywide, e  in place gracefully in independent and assisted 
living, while also determin ater needs.  



“The cost of prevention is ts, a savings to the healthcare system, and life-
saver to those who benefi gation,” Hambley notes.  



Using VSTAlert and VST tions to create an optimized and highly 
effective fall prevention 

“Staff are able em when there is movement that could lead to 
a fall, so they ent’s needs without the constant worry that a 
high fall risk r tween rounds without their knowledge.”

           Ka
               VP o




